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Is this a Key
No
Decision?
Exempt/Confidential

No

Is it included in the Forward Plan?

No

Purpose/Summary

To provide Overview and Scrutiny Committee with an update on the Enforcement Agent
Companies relating to the collection of debts owed to the Council and how Enforcement
Agents deal with vulnerability issues.
Recommendations

1. Members are asked to note the report and use of Enforcement Agents to recover
debts owed to the Council.
2. Members are asked to provide any comments to Cabinet Member regarding the
Code of Practice for Enforcement Agent Service — Appendix A.

How does the decision contribute to the Council's Corporate Objectives?

Corporate Objective

Positive
Impact

Neutral
Im • act
\/

1

Creating a Learning Community

2

Jobs and Hrospenty

3

Environmental Sustainability

AI

4

Health and Well-Being

4

5

Children and Young People

\I

6
7
8

Creating Safe Communities
Creating Inclusive Communities
Improving the Quality of Council Services
and Strengthening Local Democracy

4

Reasons for the Recommendations:
N/A

\I

Negative
Im • act

What will it cost and how will it be financed?
(A)

Revenue Costs
Enforcement costs are charged to the debtor and therefore are not a direct cost to
the Council.
Warrant of Arrest costs payable to the Enforcement Agent by the Council can
only be passed on to the debtor in the event of a suspended prison sentence
being ordered in the Magistrates' Courts, as part of the Council's application for
reasonable costs. Any such charges not recovered from the debtor are met from
the Council's existing cost budgets.
Debt collection commission charges are payable to the Debt Collection company
by the Council, as a percentage of amounts recovered. There are no charges in
the event that payment is not recovered. Commission charges are met from
existing debt collection budgets.

(B)

Capital Costs
None,

Implications:
The following implications of this proposal have been considered and where there are
specific implications, these are set out below:
Legal
The enforcement process for Enforcement Agents is governed by the Taking Control of
Goods (Fees) Regulations 2014,
Human Resources
None
Equality
1.
No Equality Implication
2.

Equality Implications identified and mitigated

3.

Equality Implication identified and risk remains

Impact on Service Delivery:
The process enables increased collection of council tax, business rates, sundry debt,
housing benefit overpayments and parking fines.
What consultations have taken place on the proposals and when?
The Chief Finance Officer (FD3756115) has been consulted and notes the report
indicates no direct financial implications for the Council. Commission charges and any
such charges not recovered from debtors are met from existing debt collection budgets.
The Head of Regulation and Compliance (LD3039115) has been consulted and any
comments have been incorporated into the report.
Are there any other options available for consideration?
None.

Implementation Date for the Decision
N/A

Contact Officer: Margaret Rawding
Tel:
0151 934 4082
Email:
Margaret.rawding@sefton.gov.uk
Contact Officer: Christine Finnigan
Tel:
0151 934 4161
Christine.finnigan@sefton.gov.uk
Email:
Background Papers:
There are no background papers available for inspection.

1.

Introduction

1.1

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee has requested this report to look at how
the Enforcement Agents deal and assess vulnerability together with performance
update.

1.2

The Government reviewed the system of enforcement and the Taking Control of
Goods' regulations were laid in 2013. The term Bailiff is no longer used, being
replaced by Enforcement Agent. Additional regulations governing the fee
structure and the process by which individuals can be certified to act as
Enforcement Agents have also subsequently been laid.

1.3

A fixed staged fee regime introduced removes any potential for overcharging and
has reduced the number of complaints relating to fees as these are set by the
Government. The new training and competency requirements enable the process
to be much clearer and transparent for all parties.

1.4

Before using an Enforcement Agent Company to recover debt owed, the Council
will always try to secure a mutually acceptable payment plan. Various contact is
made with the debtor prior to Enforcement Agent stage. The vast majority of
Enforcement Agent activity takes place due to debtors' refusal to engage with the
Council in order to come to mutually acceptable arrangements to repay money
owed.

1.5

The report will cover the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procurement process
Council and Enforcement Agent process.
Policy on debt less than £100
Council tax reduction claims— process used
Performance
Enforcement and Vulnerability
Code of Practice for Enforcement Agent Services - Appendix A.

2.

Procurement process

2.1

Following approval by Cabinet on 12 September 2013, a mini competition tender
was carried out under the Rotherham Council EU Compliant accessible
framework for Bailiff and Debt Collection Services.

2.2

The tender included 6 lots as follows:
Lot 1
Business
Rates
1 st phase

Lot 2
Council
Tax
1 st phase

Lot 3
Business
Rates &
Council
Tax
2nd phase

Lot 4
Debt
collection

Lot 5
Parking

Lot 6
Warrant of
Arrest

The mini competition was evaluated according to criteria published openly to all
bidders, which included the following priority headings:
2.3

Quality of Service — 70% of overall score including an interview. The interview
process explored how the bailiff companies differentiate between those who 'won't
pay' and those who `can't pay' and also the advice and guidance they give to
vulnerable persons taking into account new legislation in April 2014.

2.4

Price Value — 30% of overall score. Also included collection performance of
current and past collection for existing contracts.

2.5

The award of contracts is for the period 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2017 plus 2
further options, each of one year.

3.

Jacobs

Prime contractor award

:

Lots 1, 2, 4 and 6

Bristow & Sutor

Prime contractor award

:

Lots 1, 2 and 5

Newlyn

Prime contractor award
:
Reserve contractor award :

Lot 4
Lots 1, 2 and 5

Rossendales

Prime contractor award
:
Reserve contractor award :

Lots 2 and 5
Lot 6

Equita

Prime contractor award
:
Reserve Contractor award :

Lot 3
Lot 4

Council and Enforcement Agent process
Council Tax and Business Rates

3.1

The enforcement stages followed before Enforcement Agents are instructed are
dependent upon how the person engages with or pays the Council in relation to
the notice issued and the stages are determined in legislation. A first missed
payment results in a Reminder/Final Notice. If payment is brought up to date
within 7 days, payment is allowed to continue by instalments. If payment is not
brought up to date within 7 days and an alternative arrangement has not been
entered into, then a summons would be issued after 14 days. Where payment is
brought up to date at the first reminder stage, a further missed payment would
result in a second Reminder/Final Notice being issued. In the event of a third
payment default during the financial year, or in the case of a ceased debt, a Final
Notice is issued giving 7 days to make payment prior to a summons being issued.
3.1.2 After a summons is issued a Liability Order will be obtained from the
Magistrates' Court where payment has not been made in full. A 14 day
letter warning of potential employment of Enforcement Agents and the
costs that would be incurred is issued. Before issuing the case to
Enforcement Agents, an attachment of earnings or benefits will be made
wherever possible.

3.1.3 Only those cases where the debtor has not entered into a payment
arrangement or failed to maintain that payment arrangement will be issued
to the Enforcement Agents. Where telephone numbers are held on record,
attempts will be made to contact payers in arrears directly before the next
recovery stage is commenced.
3.1.4 Council Tax Reduction accounts - where the debtor is currently in receipt of
Council Tax Reduction, they are not issued to Enforcement Agents
automatically. If an attachment of benefit cannot be made, then the case is
referred to the Agents on a debt collection basis. A commission of 15% of
any amounts collected is charged by the Agents to the Council on these
cases.
3.1.5 The costs incurred to the debtor as a result of enforcement proceedings are
as follows:•
•
•

•
•

•

£47.50 for the issue of a summons for Council tax, NIL where the
debtor is currently in receipt of Council Tax Reduction.
£62.00 for the issue of a summons for business rates.
£15.00 for the issue of a liability order, £3.00 where the debtor is
currently in receipt of CTRS. £3.00 is the upfront fee the court
charges the Council for every case listed for Court at summons
stage.
£75.00 at Compliance Stage i.e. when referred to Enforcement
Agents. This is a statutory fee. Paid to Enforcement Agent.
£235.00 plus 7.5% of the debt amount which exceeds £1,500 at
Enforcement Stage, if payment is not made or a payment
arrangement is not adhered to at Compliance stage. This is a
statutory fee and paid to Enforcement Agent.
Sale stage - £110 and 7.5% of the debt amount exceeding 21,500.
This is a statutory fee and paid to Enforcement Agent.

3.1.6 There are also minimum debt thresholds in place before action is taken.
These minimum debts at each recovery stage are as follows:•
•
•
•
•

£10 minimum balance at Reminder/Final Notice Stage.
£62.50 minimum balance at Summons stage. £77 for Business
rates.
£100 minimum balance before referral to Enforcement Agents.
£10 minimum balance at Summons Stage for Council Tax Reduction
claimants as only £3.00 costs.
There is no minimum balance in place before referring a case to
debt collectors on a commission basis.

3.2

Enforcement Agent - summary of key processes (More details in Appendix A
- Code of Practice)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.3

Compliance Letter issued. (£75 added)
In absence of contact, telephone campaign commences if number held.
If no contact, a reminder letter is issued.
Final warning letter sent.
Letter saying progression to Enforcement Stage and visit is imminent.
Visit by Enforcement Agent (£235 is added to the debt). If no response
from debtor, further attempts will be made to visit together with enquiries.
A telephone campaign will continue on a daily basis to engage with
customer.
If no payment made, the Enforcement Agents can only proceed to remove
goods with consent from the Council. This can only occur if the
Enforcement Agent gains access to the property. This stage would incur a
further cost of 2110 depending on the level of debt,

Sundry Debt recovery process and debt follow up.

3.3.1 The Council have a separate procedure for identifying vulnerability prior to
taking action in the County Court and incurring additional fees to the
Council.
3.3.2 A Reminder and Final Notice will be issued by the Council if an invoice
remains unpaid. Debts under £500 will be referred for debt collection on a
commission basis of 15%. Debts over 2500 are referred for legal action in
the County Court. Telephone calls are also made to debtors at each stage
wherever possible.
3.3.3 Where a claim is lodged with the County Court, the Council is required to
pay an upfront fee according to the size of the debt. This fee starts at £70
but there is no limit on the maximum fee. If the debt is unpaid and a
decision is made to enforce, then a fixed fee of £100 is applied.
3.4

Parking Service

3.4.1 Council enforcement action prior to Enforcement Agent
Penalty Charge Notice issued. If no response then depending on
contravention = £25 or 235 if paid within 14days. This is the
discount rate @ 50%
• Keeper details obtained from DVLA
• Notice to Owner Sent to registered keeper. If no response then =
£50 or £70
Charge
Certificate Sent to registered keeper. If no response then =
•
£75 or £105
• Register debt at Traffic Enforcement Centre (Northampton County
Court)
• Order for Recovery sent to registered keeper. = £82 or £112 (this
includes £7 TEC registration fee)

•

•

If no response then again register at TEC to appoint Enforcement
Agents.

3.4.2 When referred to Enforcement Agent together with process and costs.
•

•
•
•

Following the above process, the debt is referred to Enforcement
Agents. Debt will stand at either £82 or 2112 (depending on
contravention level).
Enforcement Agent will issue compliance letter and add £75 to the
debt.
If no contact made by debtor and correspondence ignored, the
Enforcement Agent will add £235 to the debt following a visit.
If no payment made, the Enforcement Agents can only proceed to
remove goods with consent from the Council. This can only occur if
the Enforcement Agent gains access to the property. This stage
would incur a further cost of 2110 depending on the level of debt.

4.

Performance and referrals to Enforcement Agents

4.1

During 2013/14 and 2014/15 a total of 25,623 referrals were made to
Enforcement Agents or for Debt Collection. The total value of debt referred was
£15,000,804. However, it should be noted that this figure does not represent the
true total value of debt. In practice some cases that are referred are withdrawn if
new information comes to light, for example, that would have prevented or
delayed a referral. Those cases may be referred again if payment arrangements
are not adhered to. In addition, where an Enforcement Agent has not succeeded
in obtaining payment and no costs have been incurred by the debtor, the case
may be referred to a different Enforcement Agent to make further attempts to
collect. These cases are known as 2nd Phase referrals and the total amount of
recycled debt in these cases amounts to £2,429,782. Total receipts from all
referrals amounted to £3,439,215.

4.2

The table below details the breakdown of debt referrals by type of debt.
Referrals to Enforcement Agents
No. Of Cases
Issued
Council Tax
NNDR
2nd Phase
CTAX
2nd Phase
NNDR
Total

Value of Debt

2013/14

2014/15

6867

Amount Collected

2013/14

2014/15

2013/14

7502

£ 3,225,131

£ 3,962,981

£ 1,144,373

£ 1,125,534

662

612

E 1,953,011

£ 1,815,957

2

292,688

£

517,008

1331

1949

E

790,542

£ 1,106,172

£

62,049

£

83,051

86

93

2

232,051

£

£

2

16,909

8946

10156

E 6,200,735

301,017

£ 7,186,127

442

£ 1,499,553

2014/15

2 1,742,502

4.3

Referrals to Debt Collectors
No. Of Cases
Issued
2013/14

4.4

Value of Debt

2014/15

2013/14

Amount Collected

2014/15

2013/14

2014/15

CTRS Cases

152

289

E

18,724

E

64,117

E

3,381

E

9,210

Sundry Debt

1314

1474

E

163,131

E

215,902

E

28,137

E

25,906

Housing
Benefit
Overpayment
CTAX Small
Balances

1572

1318

E

513,409

E

571,397

E

71,423

E

51,780

153

249

E

27,285

E

39,977

E

2,533

E

4,790

Total

3191

3330

E

722,549

E

891,393

E

105,474

E

91,686

Parking services 2014/15

No of cases sent

Value of debt

Amount collected

3858

2369,982

284,855

Enforcement Agent
fees
2175,922

5,

Enforcement and Vulnerability

5.1

The Code of Practice (Appendix A) outlines the way that Enforcement Agents
collecting debts on behalf of Sefton Council should conduct themselves.
Enforcement Agents identifying mental health issues and vulnerability.

5.2

Enforcement Agents, office based and in the field, all receive welfare training and
are issued guidelines from organisations such as MIND and the Royal College of
Psychiatrists on how to identify potential mental health issues. Staff are taught
questions and techniques with trigger words that may identify a person with
mental health issues. Cases are referred to in-house specialist welfare advisors
who will undertake further sensitive enquiries, liaise with the Council and where
appropriate will signpost to specialist advice agencies.

5.3

Operational frontline staff, including Enforcement Agents, receive specific and
qualified training, with the input and assistance from externally accredited
organisations. In addition specialist Welfare Team advisors receive further
specialised training in benefits, welfare, vulnerability, behavioural messages,
customer care, diversity, equality and cultural awareness. This is in addition to the
requirements of the Council's own Code of Practice. The Enforcement Agents
require that where potential vulnerability is identified, staff refer such cases to the
Welfare Team, Manager or Client where there is potential cause for concern.

Appendix A

Code of Practice for
Enforcement Agent
Services
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1. Introduction
Sefton Council uses the services of external firms of Enforcement
Agents in the recovery of outstanding arrears of Sundry
Debt/Other income, Housing Benefit Overpayments, Council Tax,
Business Rates, Business Improvement District Levy (BID levies)
and Parking Fines.

From 6 April 2014 bailiffs were replaced by Enforcement Agents.
This Code of Practice for Enforcement Agents replaces the Sefton
Code of Practice for Bailiffs dated August 2013 and reflects the
changes required under the Tribunals Courts and Enforcement
Act 2007 and subsequent regulations.

The main objective for an Enforcement Agent, together with the
Council, is to provide an effective and efficient Enforcement
service in the collection of debt.

This Code of Practice has been drawn up in an endeavour to
achieve the very best practice in the conduct that is expected of
our Enforcement Agents.

Failure to comply with the requirements of this Code of Practice
and the relevant legislation may result in the Council terminating
with the services of the firm of Enforcement Agents.

This document will be subject to periodic review.

2. Core Requirements
The Enforcement Agency company (referred to as the company)
will ensure that all employees, contractors and Agents will act
strictly within the scope of current legislation at all time and will not
commit any illegal act whilst working on behalf of the Council.
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The company will ensure that their employees receive adequate
training to keep their knowledge up to date and are informed of
this Code of Practice.

The company must ensure that its employees use the title
Enforcement Agent only in appropriate work (for instance not
when acting as debt-collectors or tracing Agents).

The company must at all times consist of at least 2 partners or
directors who are members of the Enforcement Services
Association.

All Enforcement Agents carrying out the lawful act of taking
control of goods shall hold a current certificate issued by the
county court in accordance with legal requirements.

3. Communication with the debtor
All documents proposed to be left or posted to debtors must be
agreed by the Council before use.

The company will ensure that all notices and other documentation
left with or sent to the debtor are in Plain English, unambiguous
and not misleading.

All documents must be correctly completed in a legible manner,
be signed and carry the appropriate reference numbers (including
the Council's account/reference number).

Pre-printed stationery must not be altered, or added to, in any way
except to advise of proposed subsequent visits, balances
outstanding etc.
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The company shall ensure that debtors are able to contact the
company during reasonable office hours by telephone and should
publicise the appropriate telephone number on all documentation.

Except where handed to a debtor any notices or documents must
be sent or left at the premises in a sealed envelope addressed to
the debtor by name.

The company must make available to the Council, upon request,
all correspondence relating to debtors and any supporting
documents and working papers.

4. Enforcement Agency Procedures
Compliance Stage

When an account is referred to the Enforcement Agency the
company shall maximise efforts to make contact with debtors and
negotiate payment by use of letters, email and telephone calls.

The company should issue a statutory Notice of Enforcement to
the debtor by post within one working day of being instructed by
the Council. The statutory compliance fee of £75 is to be added to
each case by the company upon receipt of the instruction. The
company will seek to recover their fee and the outstanding debt
through a combination of different contact methods.

Where, during the Compliance Stage, the debtor makes contact
with the company the company should in the first instance seek
payment in full.
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In cases where the debtor is unable to pay in full the company
should at this stage request details of the debtor's financial
circumstances and their employer, then negotiate a suitable
payment plan. Where the debtor is in receipt of welfare benefits a
National Insurance number and their date of birth should be
obtained, and the company should request evidence that the
debtor is in receipt of welfare benefits. In these cases an
agreement should be made for payments at least equal to the
deductions that would be made by the Department of Work and
Pensions.

In the event that the debtor is unwilling to provide information
about their income and expenditure the company may negotiate a
short term payment plan if a reasonable offer of payment is made,
but is under no obligation to do so.

The company should provide clear indication in all
communications that the earlier a debtor makes contact the less
fees will be incurred. Furthermore, documentation must detail the
appropriate legal timescales for taking control of goods together
with a warning of potential future costs: an Enforcement fee £235
when the first visit is made and the additional 7.5% costs on any
amount over £1500.

There may be exceptional occasions that on the basis of
information known about the debtor the company may request
that the Enforcement stage is advanced. The company must seek
approval from the Council to do so.

Where the debtor fails to agree a payment arrangement and not
before seven clear days after the issue of the Notice of
Enforcement the company shall;

a) In the case of Business Rates Rate and Business Improvement
District Levy debts, progress to Enforcement Stage.
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b) In the case of other debts, send a second (non-statutory) notice
warning of the intention to take Enforcement action and make
further attempts to contact the debtor before issuing a Final (nonstatutory) notice warning of the escalation to Enforcement Stage if
payment is not made. Timescales for the issue of second, further
and final notices to be agreed with the Council.

If it is ascertained that the debtor is no longer resident, the
company shall make the appropriate local discreet enquiries to
ascertain the date of leaving and the new address and then refer
back to the Council with either the relevant information or to the
effect that no further information is available. If the debtor has
moved a very short distance within the Borough, the company
may proceed to take control of goods at the new address and then
refer back to the Council with the relevant information.

On certain occasions the Council will require the Enforcement
Agency to prioritise certain cases, and the company will be
expected to respond promptly.

Details of all attempted contacts must be formally recorded on the
debtors record held by the company. Details of these must be
made available to the Council on request.

Before the Enforcement Agency adds the Enforcement fee, they
must, using their professional judgement, explicitly consider
whether the debtor falls into the following vulnerability categories.
Where the debtor:

1. Appears to be severely mentally impaired or suffering severe
mental confusion.
2. Has young children and severe social deprivation is evident.
3. Is disputing liability or claims to have paid, applied for a rebate,
Council Tax Support, discount or any other relief not yet granted.
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Under these circumstances the Enforcement Agent should report
this back to the Council.
4. Is heavily pregnant and there are no other adults available in
the household.
5. Is in mourning due to recent bereavement (within one month).
6. Is having difficulty communicating due to profound deafness,
blindness or language difficulties. In these cases the Council
would make arrangements for the appropriate support in terms of
a signer or translation services etc.
7. Is currently unemployed and provides proof that they are in
receipt of Income Support or Job Seekers Allowance (Income
Based), payments from the Department for Work and Pensions
(DWP) and details are obtained of the debtor's National Insurance
Number.
8. Has severe long term sickness or illness including the
terminally ill.
This judgement must be based on telephone conversations,
written responses, visits by company employees not acting as
Enforcement Agents and visits by Enforcement Agents. A clear
statement that the debtor's vulnerability has been considered
must be recorded on the debtor's record before the Enforcement
fee is added. When an Enforcement Agent makes the first visit to
the property and decides that the debtor is vulnerable, no
Enforcement fee should be added and the account should be
returned to the Council

Enforcement Stage

When an Enforcement Agent visits a debtor

Where more than one liability order is held for a debtor, the
Enforcement Agent where practicable will attend the property for
all liability orders at the same time charging one Enforcement fee.
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When an Enforcement Agent visits a debtor he/she must hand to
the debtor or leave on the premises the relevant documentation
required to be left by regulations relating to taking control of goods
and any other additional guidance notes that may be agreed with
the Council.

An Enforcement Agent must not misrepresent their powers,
qualifications, capacities, experience or abilities.

The company will ensure that the removal of goods is always
directly supervised by a certificated Enforcement Agent.

The nature of the work demands that the Enforcement Agent
should adopt a firm but correct attitude with debtors and other
people they contact in the course of their duties. Should the
debtor dispute liability the Enforcement Agent will contact the
Council before proceeding further.

The Enforcement Agent must inform their company of any visit
they receive where a conflict of interest may exist. A conflict of
interest could be where a debtor is known to them personally, for
example a friend relative or associate.

The Enforcement Agent must not use their position or powers for
personal gain. Gifts or bribes must always be reported to the
company.

The Enforcement Agent must always try to contact the debtor
personally. If this is not possible, the Enforcement Agent will
speak to the debtor's partner or other responsible adult to
establish when the debtor is likely to be at home.

The Enforcement Agent will not enter the debtor's premises if it
appears that the only people present are young people under the
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age of 18, but in such circumstances the Enforcement Agent may
enquire as to when the debtor is likely to be at home.

The Enforcement Agent should take reasonable steps to ensure
that he/she is speaking directly with the debtor, before identifying
himself or herself as an Enforcement Agent.

The Enforcement Agent should seek to establish the identity of all
persons present, and inform the debtor (when present) of the
purpose of the visit, and explain the powers of the Enforcement
Agent.

The absence of the debtor should not automatically prevent the
Enforcement Agent from taking control of goods (particularly
where the debtor is a business), but the Enforcement Agent will
be expected to take all relevant circumstances into account before
deciding whether to take control of goods.

The Enforcement Agent's initial visit will be with the intention of
taking control of goods. If the debtor tenders payment in full
including all costs incurred, the Enforcement Agent must not take
control of goods.

When the Enforcement Agent has taken control of goods, the
debtor should normally be invited to sign a Controlled Goods
Agreement. If the debtor refuses to sign, or refuses to make
payment, or defaults on payment, the goods should (subject to
contrary instructions from the Council) be removed at the earliest
opportunity.

The Enforcement Agent must not remove goods without first
consulting the Council.

The Enforcement Agent must at all times:-
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•

carry the written authorisation of Sefton Council, to be
shown to the debtor on request.

•

carry on their person an identity card containing a
photograph and contact telephone number which should be
produced to the debtor.

•

make clear to the debtor the purpose of their visit and the
fact that he/she is acting as an Agent of the Council but is
not directly employed by the Council.

•

carry out their duties in a calm, dignified and polite manner
and do nothing to prejudice the reputation of the Council.

•

act in a way to minimise embarrassment, inconvenience and
distress to the debtor and his/her family.

•

respect confidentiality when third parties are present.

•

not conduct enquiries by involving children and young
people under the age of 18 or the elderly/infirm.

•

be presentable in their manner and dress.

•

act with discretion and fairness.

•

not consume or be under the influence of alcohol or drugs
(other than prescription or routine medication) whilst working.

•

not smoke in front of or whilst on the premises of the debtor.

•

not respond to verbal abuse under any circumstances and
remain calm and objective at all times.

•

avoid physical confrontation and call the police if a breach of
peace is suspected.

Before attending with a van in order to remove goods, the
Enforcement Agency must send to the debtor a letter warning of
the intention to send a van and to remove goods. The debtor must
also be warned of the potential costs of the sale process.
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Unless circumstances are exceptional, the Enforcement Agent
must not remove goods from domestic premises during the period
from 18th December to 1st January inclusive. The Enforcement
Agent should also be sensitive to other circumstances where
there is information that indicates that the debtor is observing a
religious holiday.

Arrangements to pay the debt

The debtor must immediately be given an acknowledgement of
payment or an official receipt for all payments made in person. All
payments must be handed in for banking no later than the
following working day. Where payment is made by post or left at
an office which is closed, an official receipt must be sent within 3
working days where a prepaid self-addressed envelope
accompanies the payment. The company shall offer a convenient
method of payment for example, via the Post Office, or other
payment network, by telephone or by Internet.

Where the Enforcement Agent takes control of goods with a view
to securing payment in the future or over an agreed period of time,
the debtor should be invited to sign a controlled goods agreement
which details the arrangement made regarding payment.

The Enforcement Agent should attempt to collect the amount due
to the Council including costs as quickly as possible, taking into
account the circumstances of the debtor, If payment is not made
in full immediately the debtor should be given the opportunity to
enter into an agreement or an instalment arrangement of up to 6
months.

Only in exceptional circumstances, and only with the agreement of
the Council, should an arrangement to pay be accepted which
exceeds a period 6 months
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Where no payment arrangement can be made

Where no arrangement can be made, the Enforcement Agent will
attempt to take control of the debtor's goods.

This means entering a debtor's property and listing goods
belonging to the debtor that may be removed and sold at auction
with the proceeds being distributed between the fees and the
Council debt in accordance with legislation.

Removing goods from the debtor's home

Before attending to remove goods, the Enforcement Agent must
send a letter to the debtor warning of the intention to remove
goods and also warning of the additional sale fee that will be
added to the account if goods removed are sold. The Enforcement
Agent should also indicate the additional costs that will be
incurred in respect of the removal.

If there are circumstances that indicate that by telling the debtor it
may compromise the ability to remove goods (for example where
a company is about to go into liquidation or the debtor about to
abscond) then attendance can be made without a letter being
issued.

Enforcement Agents should not attend at a company director's
personal address where the liability order is not in his/her specific
name unless they have reason to believe that company assets are
being held at the director's home.

Under no circumstances must an Enforcement Agent force entry
into a debtor's premises without prior agreement by the Council.
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Before goods are removed approval must be sought from the
Council.

For Council Tax debts, no goods should be removed for sale
which falls within the categories listed in The Council Tax
(Administration and Enforcement) Regulations 1992 (as
amended) and the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007
being:

1. Basic clothing, beds, bedding and household linen.
2. a Cooker or a microwave
3. a Refrigerator, freezers and essential room heaters.
4. Dining table and chairs.
5. A Washing machine, a vacuum cleaner and an iron.
6. Toys primarily for the use of any child who is a member of the
debtor's household.
7. Articles reasonably required for the care or upbringing of a child
who is a member of the debtor's household.
8. Medical aids or medical equipment reasonably required for the
use of the debtor or any members of the debtor's household.
9. Articles which are required for safety reasons in the home.
10. Any goods bought with a DWP budgeting loan or under the
Council's Welfare Provision Scheme.
11. Any items of a personal nature with a nominal or no cash
value, for example, videos of family occasions, family photographs
or pictures, etc.
12. Any other items protected by law.

Only goods belonging to the debtor may be listed on the control of
goods order. Goods subject to higher purchase or credit sale
agreements will not be removed (in accordance with the
Consumer Credits Act 1974).
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Sale Stage

When the debtor's goods are removed and sold at public auction,
the Council must be provided with a full statement itemising the
goods sold, the amount realised, a breakdown of the costs
incurred and a statement of the amount subsequently outstanding
or overpaid, as appropriate. The Enforcement Agent should not
remove goods for sale unless it is anticipated that the sum
realised will be sufficient to settle a substantial proportion of the
amount outstanding, including costs. "Substantial proportion" may
be defined by the Council. No goods should be removed for sale
if they fall into the categories protected by legislation.
When the debtor's goods are removed, at least seven days must
pass before they can be sold at public auction. After the sale, the
Council and the debtor must be provided with a full statement
which:
• lists the goods sold;
• lists the amount realised;
• lists the costs incurred; and
• details the amount subsequently outstanding, or overpaid, as
appropriate.
The debtor should be notified of the date, time and place of sale,
to give them the opportunity to make payment of the full amount
owed to the Council including all costs and arrange the collection
and return of their goods. Any goods taken must be transported
and stored with due care and attention whilst in their care
including relevant security and insurance provisions. Any
disbursements incurred during this process can be recovered by
the Enforcement Agent in the form of additional costs (e.g.
storage, cost of locksmith, auctioneers fees). The Enforcement
Agent should not remove goods for sale unless it is anticipated
that the sum realised will be sufficient to settle a reasonable
proportion of the account outstanding to the Council (30% to 50%),
including costs. As a general rule, the value of the goods can be
divided by five to give an approximate value if auctioned.
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Information and Confidentiality
The Enforcement Agent and the company shall ensure that all
information coming into their possession during the performance
of the contract is treated with strict confidence and is not to be
used for any purpose other than performance of the contract.
All data must be processed in accordance with data protection
legislation, Freedom of Information legislation and with any
guidance issued by the Information Ccommissioner.
The company is responsible for putting in place suitable
arrangements to ensure the security of data in its possession at all
times and shall only exchange data with the Council in a secure
manner agreed by the Council.

5. Complaints
The Enforcement Agency Company will provide the Council with a
full response to complaints made by debtors direct to the Council
concerning the activities of Enforcement Agents within seven days
of the complaint being received and will provide copies of any
documents which are considered relevant to the complaint. The
Council will then respond directly to the complainant in
accordance with the Council's complaints procedures.
The Enforcement Agency Company will also inform the Council of
any complaints with which they have dealt directly and provide
copies of all correspondence to and from the complainants.
Complaints made directly to the Enforcement Agency Company
should receive a response within 5 working days from the receipt
of the complaint.
The Council should be notified of any complaints made against
the Enforcement Agency to the Enforcement Services
Association, or the Association of Civil Enforcement Agents. Also,
any complaint made to the county court if representation is made
that an Enforcement Agents not fit to hold a certificate, the
Enforcement Agency Company must notify Sefton Council.
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A register should be maintained to record all complaints.
The Enforcement Agency must make available details of their
comments and complaints procedure upon demand.

6. Management Information/Access to
Records/Instructions
The Enforcement Agency Company will provide Management
Information, reports, the content and frequency of which will be
agreed with the Council.

7. Data Protection Act
The Company shall ensure that all information coming into their
possession is treated as strictly confidential and is not used for
any other purpose.

All Enforcement Agency companies must comply with the
provisions of the Data Protection Acts1984 and 1998. All data
passed to the Enforcement Agency Company by the Council, or
obtained by the Enforcement Agents in the performance of their
duties and services, remains confidential and the property of the
Council at all times.

8. Data Security
The Enforcement Agency Company will provide the Council with
their data protection & security policies for the Council to approve.
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9. Variations
The Council reserves the right to amend, suspend or discontinue
any of the procedures and requirements in this Code of Practice
or introduce new procedures and requirements resulting from
changed circumstances. The Enforcement Agency Company will
be notified in writing of any proposed amendments to the Code
and will be invited to comment on their effect on working practices.

10. Contact Details
Council Client Officers

Christine Finnigan, Partnership and Local Taxation Manager
0151 934 4161
Christine.finnigan@sefton.gov.uk

Angela Ellis, Customer and Transactional Services Support
Manager
0151 934 2154
Angela.ellis@sefton.qov.uk

Andy Jennings, Committal & Insolvency Manager
0151 934 4651
Andy.Jenninqs@sefton.gov.uk

arvato Public Sector Services Ltd:
Mark Barry, Head of Revenues
0151 934 4361
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Mark.barry@sefton.dov.uk

Gary Davies, Principal Revenues Manager (Collection)
0151 934 4501
Garv.davies@sefton.gov.uk

Lezley Kynaston, Business Rates Team Manager
0151 934 4366
Lezlev.Kynaston@sefton.gov.uk

Sally Neophytou, Business Rates Team Manager
0151 934 4387
Sally.Neophytou@sefton.gov.uk

Parking Services:

Dave Marrin, Service Manager — Traffic and Transportation.
0151 934 4295
Dave.marrin@sefton.dov.uk

Linda Beatty, Parking Admin Officer
0151 934 2307
linda.beattv@sefton.dov.uk
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